Posting Title: Sr. Developer/Architect
Location: Pune, India
Duration: Full Time

**Architect/ Sr. Developer – Job description**

A Technical Architect/Sr. Developer is expected to work on technical design, architecture and development of Products offered by Aptara which includes eLearning, Content Management, Publishing services and related areas. Technical competence with one or more technology stacksis expected. Prior experience with open source technology is a big plus. The architect/ Sr. Developer will be required to work with product management and program management teams to analyze requirements and design/architect features in the product. The right candidate will have ability to see through the problems, narrow it down to a pattern and find a way to bake the feature into the product.

**Key Skills and Experience Required:**

- Has 4 – 10 years of relevant experience in software product development
- Independently design and develop one or more features
- Have strong fundamentals in design and algorithms in any of the modern languages (C#, JavaScript, Ruby etc)
- Has a demonstrable experience in one or more technology stacks and is extremely passionate about building products that scale
- Has been part of multiple product ship cycles and knows what it takes to ship products on time and with quality
- Has contributed to building architecture at a web-scale
- Very comfortable with concepts of TDD. Must have demonstrated experience in unit test frameworks, mocking frameworks, end to end frameworks etc
- Keen interest to learn new technologies. Developers are hired based on their aptitude and ability learn and not just on what they already know
- Self-motivated, this is a small team and so this skill is non-negotiable
- Distributed version control, automated builds are terms that he/she practices on a daily basis
- In depth knowledge of Iterative and Agile SDLC methodologies